GPRA Update - March 29, 2021
Dear Great Pyrenees Friends,
We are approaching 100 rescues this year already and there is no rest for the weary. Last week,
outside Richmond Va., a home hoarding 62 PYR mixes was seized. We have vans driving up on
Thursday to bring back a group. We also rescued 6 PYR/Lab puppies that are 6 weeks old from
Alabama last week. In addition, a wonderful young couple adopted two of our PYRS about a
month ago only to discover, before the planned spay surgery, that the female must have been
pregnant right before rescue. Our adopters bravely had the unique experience of birthing 10
healthy mix puppies that are now thriving.
Once again, I do not have enough superlatives to shower on our transporters, walkers, adoption
team, fosters, board members and other volunteers. Most have full time jobs yet many seem to
work full time for GPRA. It must be all the $$$ we pay that always totals zero.
As always, we need fosters in the Atlanta area and our story of the month is our magnificent
intake director, Sabine. Sabine was fostering Chief and, like so many before him, the heart
overcame the head and Chief became Sabine's magnificent 7th foster failure, which we thought
was a GPRA record until we realized Marla has failed 9 times and Sherry may have more than
that!! Sabine may not have the 7 DWARFS but she now certainly has the 7 GIANTS.
Thanks for your continued support.
John
GPRA President and Founder
Click for Foster Application

Sabine and her 7 Giants

Upcoming Adoption Days
To be scheduled once the Coronavirus threat subsides.
Meet n' Greets for approved applicants are available
Great Pyrenees Rescue of Atlanta
404.829.2609
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